
Easy Pull Long-Run Display Cable - Type-A Analog
PVC Trunk Cable, 50-ft.
MODEL NUMBER: EZA-050

 

Description
Tripp Lite's EZA-050 50 ft. Easy Pull VGA Trunk cable makes pulling video cable through conduit or confined

areas a breeze. Threaded ends feature screw on pull-caps, which can be attached to fish tape. Choose from a variety of connector choices that easily screw

on to the threaded ends of the trunk cable. Trunk cables are available in 35 ft., 50 ft., and 100 ft. lengths, both PVC and plenum rated. Cable ends are

colored-coded green to denote VGA applications (Digital trunk cables are Yellow). Cable features triple-shielded construction with 75 ohm coax conductors for

RGBHV signals supporting resolutions up to 1600 x 1200. Trunk also carries Audio signals when used with Easy Pull end kits that feature Audio connections. 

Features
Eliminates the need to field terminate VGA connectors

Detachable, screw-on connectors

Allows cable to be run according to code - inside conduit, drop ceilings, etc.

At a diameter of 7/8 in., it makes pulling long cables fast and easy

Protects entire cable from strain, dirt, debris and damage

Choose from a variety of connector combinations for the perfect fit

Available in 35 ft., 50 ft. and 100 ft. lengths, both PVC and plenum rated

Supports Video and Audio pass through depending on end kit used

Specifications

OVERVIEW

Display Style Easy Pull

Cable Type Composite; Easy Pull; VGA

INPUT

Highlights
Versatile trunk cable allows for a

variety of connection options

At a diameter of 7/8 in., it easily

pulls through conduit or confined

spaces using the included end

cap with integrated pull tab

High quality RGB style VGA

cable supports resolutions up to

1600 x 1200, as well as Audio

pass through

Applications
Use where standard VGA cables

won't fit, such as conduit or

confined wall or ceiling spaces

Package Includes
Easy Pull Type-A VGA Analog

PVC Trunk Cable, 50 ft.
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Cable Length (ft.) 50

Cable Length (m) 15.24

PHYSICAL

Color Black; Green

CONNECTIONS

Connector A EASY PULL A (FEMALE)

Connector B EASY PULL A (FEMALE)

Number of Connectors 2

SPECIAL FEATURES

Chromebook Compatible No

WARRANTY

Product Warranty Period (Worldwide) Lifetime limited warranty
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